
Cool58® garments use non-toxic and reusable 
cooling packs that cool at a consistent, 
moderate temperature of about 58º Fahrenheit. 
Packs can be activated in a refrigerator or a 
cooler of ice water. This is an excellent and safe 
choice for pediatric cooling.

“My daughter is unable to sweat and 
self-cool. Thanks to the Cool Kids™ vest, 
my daughter as been able to actively 
participate in PE and recess without risk 
of overheating. It is easy for her to use by 
herself. She keeps it in a mini-fridge in her 
classroom and uses it as needed. Thank 
you so much for your product.” Jen in WV

“This toddler cooling vest is a true 
lifesaver for my daughter. She has a skin 
condition called Ichthyosis that prevents 
her from sweating and regulating her 
body temperature. Now she is able to 
attend recess and PE with her friends at 
school and participate in other outdoor 
activities.” Cynthia in TX

“This Cool Kids™ Toddler Cooling Vest 
works wonders for my son! He was born 
with Down Syndrome and has a hard time 
regulating his own body temperature. 
With this vest we have been able to play 
outside without the constant worry of him 
overheating. His safety means everything 
to us and this vest certainly helps my 
husband and I worry a little less. The vest 
is easy to use, easy to clean, and it really 
does only take 20 minutes in ice water to 
recharge. I could not be happier with this 
product!” Courtney in VA

Kids and teens with medical conditions that 
cause heat intolerance don’t have to miss 
out on the fun!

Heat-sensitivity can be a difficult 
symptom for an active child.Testimonials

Natural, Drug-Free Relief from the Heat!
Visit www.polarproducts.com to see our full 
line of body cooling technologies. 

Call 1.800.763.8423 for more information. 

Cool58®  

Phase Change Cooling

Cool Comfort® Water-Ac-
tivated Hybrid

what parents are saying 
about Polar’s Cool Kids™
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Pediatric Cooling

Kids with certain 
medical conditions 
may experience heat 
sensitivity. Cooling 
garments can help 
kids and young 
adults beat the heat!

Polar Products is a family-owned 
company with over 30 years of 
experience manufacturing effective, 
high-quality and affordable body 
cooling garments. 

SPORTS VEST 
#CCSV $75

HALF VEST 
#CCPHV $49.95

SPORTS KIT
#CCSK $90.45

NECK & SPINE WRAP
#CCNBX $12.50

BASEBALL CAP
#CCBC $17.50

ANKLE WRAPS
#CCA $12.50

WRIST WRAPS
#CCW $8.50

Cool Comfort® Hybrid
Lightweight, water-activated 
cooling for teen & young adults. 
Great for sports & outdoor activity!

Cool Comfort® garments contain special 
water-absorbing crystals. They will hold the 
temperature of the water they are soaked in 
and then cool through evaporation. Chill in the 
refrigerator for additional cooling. Sizes best for 
teens and young adults. 

 Cool Comfort®  

Water-Activated Hybrid

“[Cooling products] allow you 
to participate in outdoor activities 
while preventing an increase in 
your body temperature.”
The National Pediatric MS Center at Stony Brook Medical Center

Polar Products recommends the 
following safe, effective and 
affordable cooling technologies 
for kids and young adults:

See our complete body cooling line at 
www.polarproducts.com
    /PolarProducts        @PolarProducts

Polar Products Inc. • 3380 Cavalier Trail • Stow, OH 44224



Vest sizes 
available 
from Small 
to 4XL! See 
size charts 
on our 
website.

COOL KIDS™ COOL TEENS™

TODDLER VEST 
#PCVZT $129.00

COOL KIDS™ VEST 
#PCVZC $134.00

NECK WRAP
#PCNBC $19.95

STROLLER 
COOLING 
SEAT CUSHION 
#PCSS 
$90.00

Adjustable 
straps secure 
the seat to 
any stroller.

FASHION SCARVES
#QCS $35.00

COOL TEENS™ ZIPPER VEST 
#KMVZ-PC $180.00

GUYS’ FASHION
#PCF $195.00

GIRLS’ FASHION
#PCFV $165.00

DELUXE NECK TIE
#PCDNB $27.95

Weighs just 
1.25 lbs.!

COOL KIDS™ KIT
#CKK $197.50

Front Interior with Packs

Back Interior with Packs

“My son loves 
Star Wars, 
so I put a 
few iron-on 
patches on 
his new Polar 
Products 
cooling vest.” 

Kapka in CA

• Cooling packs fit into 
strategically placed 
pockets in the front and 
back of the vests for 
maximum effectiveness.

• Pack pockets have a 
comfortable fabric to 
protect the skin and an 
insulated outer fabric 
to direct the cooling 
energy toward the body.

• Vests can be worn over 
or under clothing. 

“My 12-year-old son loves his vest.  He 
likes it especially because it is easy 
for him to use. I can tell that it helped 
him not be fatigued as much and he 
didn’t sweat like he normally would. 
That was a huge help in keeping 
him hydrated. Thank you so much. 
You have no idea how much this will 
improve his quality of life.” Amy in OH

One size fits all!
Can be customized.

“Much less expensive than the vest we 
had purchased from another company. 
We might get a lot more wear out of it as 
the straps for adjusting it around and on 
the shoulders are much longer. Excellent 
vest and excellent quality. Janice in GA

TODDLERS “The Zipper Vest is a wonderful, versatile 
vest. In the cooler northern climates it will last 
about 3 hours. Have extra packs if you live in 

warmer southern climates. Tracy in PA

1.800.763.8423 • WWW.POLARPRODUCTS.COM • SAVE MONEY WITH A COOLING KIT!

TORSO WRAP
#KMS $54.00

Vest sizes 
available 
from Small 
to 4XL! 

See size 
charts and 
our full line 
of cooling 
garments 
on our 
website.

Two 3” x 6” packs
One 3” x 12” pack

Four 
6” x 6” 
packs

5” x 6” packs
(Number varies)

One 2” x 13” pack

One 5.5” x 12” pack


